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There are many countries in the world that are free from the problem of termites; Canada and
United States are two of the lucky ones. Mexico on the other hand, has not been very fortunate. The
problem of termites is very much common in Mexico. Soft wood is the biggest victim of termites.
Termites like to reside and consume soft wood. Unfortunately most of furniture vendors in Mexico
use their traditional Mexican pine to create furniture. Mexican pine is a perfect example of soft
wood. Therefore as compared to other types of wood, there is a higher risk of being affected by
termites.

It is a common perception that termites attack the furniture from an external source. Truth is that
most of the times, termites are inhabitants of your furniture at the time of purchase. If you buy
furniture from online Mexico furniture store, then try to look for an alternate source of wood other
than Mexican pine. If you really fond of Mexican pine furniture, then you can resort to solutions like
spraying your furniture with anti termite sprays at least twice a year. This is really very important
because if you donâ€™t implement these preventative measures, the termites will attack other wooden
items in your home, thus leading to heavy losses.

If you do not wish to buy furniture that is made up of Mexican pine, then you look for alternate
materials. Mexico furniture stores have a large variety of furniture made from materials like Parota
and Amapa. Both of these belong to the category of hardwood; hence they are able to resist
termites. Buying furniture that is made from any of the two kinds of wood would prove to be a long
term investment. The furniture would be able to resist termites and stay in perfect condition for a
longer time proving to be a worthwhile investment and value for your money.  Another type of wood
that is widely being used by the Mexican furniture craftsmen is the famous wood called MDF. This
type of wood is mostly used in kitchen cabinets and drawers.

This type of wood serves two purposes, firstly it results in cost saving, because it is cheap and
secondly it provides a very neat and smooth finishing. However it is essential that the vendor uses
very strong and high quality glue that holds the wood together. As mentioned earlier, the problem of
termites is very common in Mexico, so when you purchase furniture from your home, you must
ensure it is backed by warranty. A good idea would be to take the opinion of the previous customers
about the life and quality of the wooden furniture. While you are at it, you can get the complete
details regarding the warranty and other value added services. Purchasing furniture is a heavy
investment. Therefore you must go to a reliable supplier of furniture. You donâ€™t buy furniture every
day, so itâ€™s better to buy furniture that lasts long.
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